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ABSTRACT

A simple multilayer-zonally symmetric model, using a multicloud convec-

tive parameterization and coupled to a dynamical bulk atmospheric bound-

ary layer, is used here to simulate boreal summer intra-seasonal oscillations

(BSISO) in the summer monsoon trough and elucidate the underlying main

physical mechanisms responsible for their initiation, propagation, and ter-

mination. Northward-moving precipitating events initiated near the equator

propagate northward at roughly 1° day−1 and terminate near 20° N. Unlike

earlier findings, the northward propagation of precipitation anomalies, in this

model, is due to the propagation of positive moisture anomalies in the north-

ward direction, resulting from an asymmetry in the meridional velocity in-

duced by the beta effect. From a moisture budget perspective, advection con-

stitutes a biased intrusion of dry air into the convection center, forcing new

convection events to form north of the wave disturbance, while moisture con-

vergence supplies the precipitation sink. The BSISO events are initiated near

the equator when the competing effects between first-baroclinic divergence

and second-baroclinic convergence, induced by the descending branch of the

Hadley cell and in situ congestus heating, respectively, become favorable to

convective intensification. The termination often near 20° N and halfway

stalling of these precipitating events occur when the asymmetry in the first-

baroclinic meridional winds weakens and when the negative moisture gradient

to the north of the convection center becomes too strong as the anomaly exits

the imposed warm pool domain.
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1. Introduction41

The intraseasonal variability of the tropical troposphere is dominated by wave-like systems with42

planetary scale flow patterns strongly coupled with convection and heavy rainfall known by the43

generic name of intra-seasonal oscillations (ISO) (Lau and Waliser 2011). The Madden-Julian Os-44

cillation (MJO) (Madden and Julian 1971, 1972), once called the Holy grail of tropical atmospheric45

dynamics (Raymond 2001), has received tremendous attention since its discovery (e.g., Madden46

1986; Hendon and Liebmann 1994; Hendon and Salby 1994; Hendon and Liebmann 1994; Ray-47

mond 2001; Biello and Majda 2005; Zhang 2005; Majda and Stechmann 2009; Ajayamohan et al.48

2013; Jiang et al. 2015; Zhang 2013). The MJO is a planetary-scale convective envelope with an49

intraseasonal period of 40-60 days occurring over the Indian Ocean/Western Pacific warm pool and50

propagating eastward along the equator at 5 m s−1, which typically prevails during the Northern51

Hemisphere winter season (Zhang 2005). As a counterpart to the MJO, the Indian monsoon bo-52

real summer intraseasonal oscillation (BSISO) typically initiates over the equatorial Indian Ocean,53

propagates northward at 1° day−1 (about 1.29 m s−1) and terminates around 20° North, over the54

Indian subcontinent during boreal summer (Lau and Waliser 2011). The early investigation of55

the northward propagation of tropical convection dates back to the 1970s, where Yasunari (1979,56

1980) identified a northward movement of cloudiness in 30 to 40 day periods over Indian-Indian57

Ocean area during the summer monsoon season. It is generally believed that the life cycle of58

BSISO is intimately connected with the Indian monsoon and the Asian summer monsoon (Lee59

et al. 2013).60

Since the BSISO is an important component of intraseasonal variability, the realistic simula-61

tion of BSISO should be not only a benchmark for examining skills and behaviors of present-day62

global climate models (GCMs), but also a potential prediction source for extending the current63
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2-week subseasonal-to-seasonal prediction skill (Brunet et al. 2010). With the recent develop-64

ments in computing techniques and resources and satellite measurements, many efforts have been65

made to better simulate BSISO in cloud-resolving models (CRMs) and GCMs, in terms of its66

initiation, propagation and termination processes. Jiang et al. (2004), for example, looked at the67

spatial and temporal structures of the northward-propagating BSISO based on the analysis of both68

the ECHAM4 model simulation and NCEP-NCAR reanalysis. Fu and Wang (2004) conducted69

a series of small-perturbation experiments and they demonstrated that an atmosphere-ocean cou-70

pled model and an atmosphere-only model produce significantly different intensities of BSISO71

and have shown evidence of strong relationships between convection and underlying sea surface72

temperature (SST) variations. Seo et al. (2007) have examined the effect of air-sea coupling and73

the basic-state SST associated with the BSISO by using the NCEP coupled Climate Forecast Sys-74

tem (CFS) model. To be brief, much progress in improving the BSISO simulations has been made75

but it is far from being satisfactory. The underlying mechanisms associated with the initiation,76

propagation, and termination processes of BSISO are still poorly understood. A comprehensive77

elucidation of these physical processes is not only a theoretical curiosity but would hopefully pro-78

vide modelers and weather prediction scientists with new metrics on how to improve climate and79

weather forecasting models.80

Many mechanisms have been proposed to explain the northward propagation of the BSISO in81

the past decades. Based on numerical experiments with a linear primitive equation model with82

a climatological basic state for the month of July obtained from reanalysis data, Wang and Xie83

(1997) suggested that the monsoon mean flows and spatial variation of moist static energy trap84

equatorial disturbances in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) summer monsoon domain while the85

mean Hadley circulation plays a critical role in the re-initiation of equatorial Kelvin-Rossby wave86

packets over the equatorial Indian Ocean. Based on both GCM simulation and NCEP-NCAR re-87
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analysis data, Jiang et al. (2004) propose two mechanisms due to internal atmospheric dynamics88

for the northward propagation of the BSISO, namely, the generation of the northward displaced89

barotropic vorticity and the moisture-convection feedback. The first mechanism is further ex-90

amined in a zonally symmetric model setup (Drbohlav and Wang 2005) and a three-dimensional91

intermediate model (Drbohlav and Wang 2007). By using lagged regressions of intraseasonally92

filtered outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), Lawrence and Webster (2002) suggested a link be-93

tween the eastward and northward movement of convection, which is believed to be consistent94

with an interpretation of the BSISO in terms of propagating equatorial modes. Besides, Rossby95

waves emitted by equatorial convection and air-sea interactions are found to play a critical role in96

the BSISO dynamics (Kemball-Cook and Wang 2001).97

Among most of the theoretical and numerical studies based on intermediate models, the warm98

surface temperature near the equatorial regions received much less attention as that over the Indian99

monsoon regions. As pointed out by Sikka and Gadgil (1980), there exists a seesaw characteristic100

of maximum cloud zones over the Indian longitude 70° E – 90° E, one of which is near the equator101

and the other of which is along 15° N, consistent with the simulations of Ajayamohan et al. (2014).102

Meanwhile, in aforementioned models (Wang and Xie 1997; Drbohlav and Wang 2005, 2007),103

the nonlinear advection terms in momentum and thermal equations are replaced by mean flow104

advection by assuming that the BSISO is relatively small perturbation. Such simplified models105

also ignore the possible internal mechanisms involving nonlinear advection effects. Motivated by106

these limitations and the success of a recently developed multicloud parameterization technique,107

mimicking the main cloud types observed in the tropics and their interactions with the environ-108

ment, in reproducing the key observational features of the tropical modes of variability associ-109

ated with organized convection, including northward propagating BSISOs, in both simple models110

(Khouider and Majda 2006, 2008b,a; Waite and Khouider 2009) and GCMs (Khouider et al. 2011;111
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Ajayamohan et al. 2013, 2014; Goswami et al. 2017a), a 3.5-layer intermediate model, including112

the barotropic, first- and second-baroclinic modes in the free troposphere and a bulk atmospheric113

boundary layer (ABL) is used to simulate BSISO events and illustrate possible underlying mech-114

anisms to explain its behavior as observed in nature. The model, first developed and validated in115

De La Chevrotière and Khouider (2017), is zonally symmetric, as in Drbohlav and Wang (2007),116

to focus on the northward propagating disturbances. To mimic the northward migration of the117

intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) during the summer monsoon (Ajayamohan et al. 2014), a118

background SST resembling the mean summer (JJA), observed Indian Ocean SST climatology is119

imposed by means of the latent heat flux at the surface of the computational domain.120

The new model successfully simulates both the climatological mean monsoon circulation and121

northward-moving intraseasonal anomalies. Consistent with observations, the climatological122

mean meridional-vertical circulation is characterized by a Hadley-like cell extending over the123

middle and upper troposphere with strong upward motion at low latitudes of the NH and weak124

downward motion in the Southern Hemisphere (SH). The northward-moving precipitating events125

are initiated near the equator, between 5° S and 5° N, propagate northward at the speed or126

roughly 1 ° day −1 and eventually terminate near 20° N. Their vertical structure is characterized127

by an overturning circulation in the middle and upper troposphere. Unlike earlier findings by128

Wang and collaborators (e.g. Drbohlav and Wang 2005), the northward propagation of precipita-129

tion anomalies, here, is due to the propagation of positive moisture anomalies in the northward130

direction, resulting from an asymmetry in the meridional velocity induced by the beta effect.131

From a moisture budget perspective, the advection term constitutes an intrusion of dry air into132

the convection center while moisture convergence supplies the precipitation sink. The asymmetry133

in meridional advection means more dry air is introduced to the southern side of the convection134

center and shuts convection there forcing the whole system to move northward. The northward135
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propagating BSISO anomalies are initiated near the equator where competing effects between136

first-baroclinic divergence and second-baroclinic convergence, induced by the descending branch137

of the Hadley cell and in situ congestus heating, respectively, take place in the lower troposphere.138

As the northward-moving precipitating events diminish at higher latitudes, the downward branch139

of this Hadley-type circulation near the equator also diminish, resulting in the dominant second-140

baroclinic wind convergence near the equator thanks to the prevailing congestus-type convection.141

This results in significant mid-troposphere moisture convergence, due to second baroclinic mode,142

and the intensification of convection, which then begins to slowly move Northward and accelerates143

when it reaches higher latitudes where the beta effect is stronger. The termination often near 20° N144

and halfway stalling of these precipitating events occur when the asymmetry in the first-baroclinic145

meridional winds weakens and when the negative moisture gradient to the north of the convection146

center becomes too strong as the anomaly approaches the imposed warm pool boundary.147

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the model equations and the multicloud148

parameterization as well as the data used for the imposed SST profile. Section 3 presents the nu-149

merical simulation results where both the mean climatology and the northward propagating BSISO150

anomalies are presented and their physical features analyzed. A detailed budget of the moisture151

equation is given and analyzed in Section 4, where the beta induced asymmetry is explained in152

the light of a simplified dry shallow water wave-model. The initiation, stalling and termination153

mechanisms are discussed in Section 5 while a summary discussion is given in Section 6.154
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2. Data, model, and methodology155

a. The zonally symmetric multicloud model with boundary layer dynamics156

The multilayer dynamical core used here is derived in De La Chevrotière and Khouider (2017)157

based on the hydrostatic Boussinesq equations on the equatorial β -plane for the free troposphere158

with zonal symmetry, which are written below in dimensional units of tropical synoptic scale159

dynamics, where the first baroclinic gravity wave speed of c≈ 50 m s−1 is the reference scale for160

horizontal velocity components, the equatorial Rossby deformation radius of Le =
√

c/β ≈1500161

km is the horizontal length scale, and the eddy turn over time Te =
√

cβ ≈ 8.33 hours is the time162

scale, with β the gradient of the Coriolis parameter at the equator. The temperature fluctuations163

scale is set to ∼ 15 K so that both β and the background potential temperature stratification dθ̄

dz164

are unity in those new dimensional units. The height of the troposphere HT = 16 km is used as165

a reference vertical coordinate scale and W = HT/Te ≈ 53 cm s−1 is used as a vertical velocity166

scale. We have167

∂u
∂ t

+ v
∂u
∂y

+w
∂u
∂ z
− yv = Su, (1a)

∂v
∂ t

+ v
∂v
∂y

+w
∂v
∂ z

+ yu =−∂ p
∂y

+Sv, (1b)

∂θ

∂ t
+ v

∂θ

∂y
+w

∂θ

∂ z
+w =Hθ +Sθ , (1c)

∂ p
∂ z

= θ , (1d)

∂v
∂y

+
∂w
∂ z

= 0, (1e)

where Su,Sv represent momentum turbulent drag, and Hθ ,Sθ stand for diabatic heating and ra-168

diative cooling, respectively.169
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Eqs.1a-1e are projected onto the barotropic, first and second baroclinic modes following the170

Galerkin expansion:171  u

p

(y,z, t) =

 u0

p0

(y, t)+

 u1

p1

(y, t)C1 (z)+

 u2

p2

(y, t)C2 (z) (2)

 θ

w

(y,z, t) =

 0

w0

(y, t)+

 θ1

w1

(y, t)S1 (z)+

 2θ2

w2

(y, t)S2 (z) (3)

where C j (z) =
√

2cos( jz) and S j (z) =
√

2sin( jz) corresponds to the barotropic ( j = 0), the172

first baroclinic ( j = 1) and second baroclinic ( j = 2) modes, respectively. The three fully cou-173

pled shallow-water like systems are strongly coupled with each other through nonlinear advection174

terms.175

The equations in (1e.a)-(1e.e) are supplemented with the multicloud parameterization diagnostic176

and prognostic equations, bulk ABL dynamics and moist thermodynamics equations, obtained by177

averaging the primitive equations over the thin ABL constant height, and an equation for the ver-178

tically averaged moisture (Waite and Khouider 2009). To close the bulk ABL dynamic equations,179

continuity of pressure and vertical velocity, at the ABL top interface, is assumed. This in particu-180

lar provides dynamical coupling between the ABL dynamics and the free tropospheric barotropic181

flow (Waite and Khouider 2009; De La Chevrotière and Khouider 2017).182

For the sake of streamlining, the dynamical model equations are listed in Table 1, where the183

barotropic and first and second baroclinic variables are indexed by 0,1,2, respectively, while the184

ABL variables are indexed by the letter b. Notice the presence of cross indexed terms in the185

free tropospheric equations. In addition to continuity of pressure and vertical velocity, the ABL186

and free tropospheric dynamics are coupled through the entrainment and detrainment turbulent187

mixing terms due to shallow cumulus activity and downdraft, which appear on the right of the188

ABL equations in Table 1, involving variables such as E,Eu,∆tu and Md . As can be seen from189
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Table 2, similar terms appear as momentum damping in the free troposphere (closure equations190

of Su and Sv) and as source of mid-tropospheric moisture. Table 2 lists all the closure equations191

of the multicloud model with ABL dynamics (Waite and Khouider 2009). Worthy noting, the192

diabatic heating terms on the right of the θ1 and θ2 equations involve convective heating due to193

congestus, deep, and stratiform heating (Hc,Hd and Hs, respectively) corresponding to the main194

three cloud types that characterize organized tropical convective systems (Johnson et al. 1999;195

Khouider and Majda 2006) and radiative cooling terms consisting of background climatological196

values QR, j, j = 1,2 and Newtonian cooling terms.197

The values of the parameters and model constants are listed in Table 3. More details on this mul-198

ticloud model with ABL dynamics are found in Waite and Khouider (2009) and De La Chevrotière199

and Khouider (2017).200

To handle this highly nonlinear, non conservative, and non hyperbolic system, without adding201

artificial viscosity, the equations in Table 1 are solved numerically using an operator splitting202

method where the dynamical equations are divided into a conserved system, a hyperbolic system,203

and a nilpotent system of equations, which are then discretized with appropriate methods. The204

details are found in De La Chevrotière and Khouider (2017) where the numerical method was205

developed and validated; the same technique has been used in Khouider and Majda (2005) and206

Stechmann et al. (2008) for similar nonlinear multi-mode systems. The equations are solved on207

a meridional domain extending from 40° South to 40° North using no flow boundary conditions.208

We used a spatial resolution ∆y = 36 km and a time step ∆t = 180 seconds to better resolve the209

fast convective processes .210
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b. Observed SST profile and the imposed surface latent heat flux211

To provide a constant surface latent heat flux for the simple (3.5 layer) zonally symmetric mon-212

soon model used here, we mimic the observed SST over the Indian Ocean during boreal summer.213

More precisely, the discrepancy between the boundary layer saturation equivalent potential tem-214

perature and the background boundary layer equivalent potential temperature, in the model, is215

set to match the observed SST profile. Its strength is set so that its meridional average is 10 K,216

corresponding to the value used to set a radiative convective equilibrium (RCE) for linear wave217

analysis of the multicloud model (Khouider and Majda 2006; Waite and Khouider 2009). We used218

a 35-year (1981/12 to 2016/12) monthly means of SST data from NOAA optimum Interpolation219

(OI) SST V2 data product (Reynolds et al. 2002), provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boul-220

der, Colorado, USA, from their website at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/. The SST value over the221

land is obtained by a Cressman interpolation. In order to investigate SST over the Indian Ocean222

region, all SST values are averaged over the longitude range 60° E – 90° E at different seasons.223

The resulting profiles are plotted in Figure 1(a). Figure 1(b) shows the imposed surface latent flux224

profile. The horizontal black line marks the benchmark-RCE value.225

3. Northward propagating intraseasonal signals and monsoon-like climatology226

As summarized in Table 3 the multicloud parameterization employs a large set of parame-227

ters. Compared to the standard values established in Khouider and Majda (2006) and Waite and228

Khouider (2009), only two particular parameters have been tuned here to reach a realistic looking229

climatological mean circulation with significant intraseasonal variability, namely, the congestus230

adjustment coefficient which is set to αc = 0.22 (the default is αc = 0.25) and the ratio of mois-231

ture at top of the ABL and the mid-tropospheric moisture which is set to κ = 1.25 (the default is232

κ = 2). Starting from a state of rest initial conditions, the equations are integrated for∼ 1019 days233
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(to time t = 3000 in non-dimensional units). The solution reaches an a statistical equilibrium state234

within the first 50 days. Conservatively, the analysis results presented herein are based on the last235

500 simulation data.236

a. Northward propagation237

In Figure 2, we show the Hovmöller diagrams (latitude-time contours) of precipitation during238

both the first 50 days transient period and during the statistical equilibrium period 910-985 days.239

As we can see after a transient period of 20 days or so the dominant precipitation signals get orga-240

nized into propagating streaks that start near the equator and move northward and die right before241

they reach the 20° latitude coinciding with the point where the imposed surface latent heat flux in242

Figure 1 plunges down. The precipitation streaks repeat roughly every 20 days corresponding to an243

average propagation speed of 1°day−1 (or 1.29 m s−1) consistent with observed BSISO variability.244

A closer look reveals that the propagation is actually not constant but undergoes a regime change,245

which goes through two main phases. The precipitation signal begin moving at low latitudes be-246

low 10°, at roughly 0.53°day−1 and then suddenly accelerates and its speed becomes 1.12°day−1
247

as indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 2(a). While such regime change is not justified by the248

flat ∆sθe profile in Figure 1 and perhaps not yet elucidated in observations, it is important for un-249

derstanding the northward propagation mechanism; This is one of the main goals here as it is the250

focus of Section 4.251

Figure 2(c) displays the power spectrum of precipitation in the frequency (meridional)252

wavenumber domain. There is a clear dominant spectral peak at 20 day period corresponding253

to the BSISO like signals in panel (a) but there are also weaker signals at discrete frequencies254

which are signatures of a direct cascade of energy toward smaller scales due to quadratic nonlin-255

ear interactions between the various modes of the model. The dominant signal of 20 days period256
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interacts with itself to produce a 10 days period signal, which in turn interacts with the 20 day257

period signal to produce a 1/(1/10+ 1/20) = 6.667 day signal (the third horizontal strike from258

the bottom) while the interaction of the 10 day signal with itself produces a 5 day signal, and so259

on.260

We now average in time the numerical solution over the last 500 days of simulation, between261

519 and 1019 days, to obtain a climatological background. This background is then removed262

from the original time dependent solution to reveal the fluctuations. Figure 3 shows Hovmöller263

diagrams for the fluctuations of all the prognostic model variables listed in Table 1 as well as the264

three heating rates, Hc,Hd,Hs, corresponding to congestus, deep, and stratiform cloud types, with265

the precipitation contours (in black) overlaid on top of each panel. The name of the variables are266

indicated on top of each panel. The BSISO-like signal is evident in all zonal velocity fields, in-267

cluding the ABL, the barotropic, and the first and second baroclinic meridional velocity anomalies.268

However, the barotropic meridional velocity is very week while vb is dominated by high frequency269

signals moving in the opposite direction to the main BSISO signal.270

The BSISO signal is strongly dominant in the moisture, q, deep convective heating, Hd , and271

stratiform heating panels, which are perfectly in phase with precipitation. Because of the slow272

propagation speed, the imposed 3 hour lag between stratiform and deep convection becomes in-273

significant. Congestus heating presents a negative anomaly along the precipitation path as expected274

from its design to be disfavored to the advantage of deep convection when the atmosphere is moist.275

Congestus heating is active during the suppressed phase of the BSISO signal and appears to be276

carried by the high-frequency/fast moving waves seen in the v2 and θ2 panels which are also dom-277

inant in the θeb and θb anomalies. In essence, the θeb fluctuations triggers the streaks in congestus278

heating, when the atmosphere is dry, which in turn drive θ2 and consequently second baroclinic279

moisture convergence anomalies. However, because the fast waves seem to also weakly precip-280
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itate (as seen in the Hd panel), this second baroclinic convergence is not a siginificant driver of281

moistening during the mature phase of the BSISO wave, which is dominanted by large scale first282

baroclinic convergence consistent with observations (Hohenegger and Stevens 2013). Nonethe-283

less, as we will see bellow, congestus precoditioning plays a central role during the initiation284

phase of the BSISO signals near the equator. In Figure 3, there is a clear large-scale signature285

of θeb which leads the BSISO precipitation, an evidence of ABL preconditioning prior to deep286

convection, consistent with observations (e.g, Kiladis et al. 2009). In the equatorial region, this287

preconditioning occurs several days prior to the initiation of the BSISO event.288

A noticeable feature in the streaks of zonal wind component is the positive barotropic shear289

vorticity, which can be surmised from the westerly wind lagging south of the easterlies. Though290

this cyclonic vorticity gets compensated by contributions from the first and second baroclinic vor-291

ticities. The former is negative in the upper troposphere while the latter is negative in the lower292

and upper troposphere according to their respective cos(z) and cos(2z) profiles. The presence of293

the cyclonic barotropic vorticity is consistent with the simulation of Drbohlav and Wang (2005),294

arguably, in their case, the positive vorticity doesn’t get compensated with the second baroclinic295

mode, since their model doesn’t have one. Drbohlav and Wang (2005) argue that this positive vor-296

ticity constitutes the main mechanism for northward propagation by inducing barotropic conver-297

gence of moisture within the ABL, however, as we can see from Figure 3 the large scale signature298

is very weak in both vb and v0, so clearly this is not the mechanism at work in the present model.299

The main mechanisms will be discussed in Section 4, as already anticipated.300

b. Circulation patterns and dynamical evolution of the BSISO signals301

We now turn into the dynamical structure of the BSISO-like signal. We begin by plotting in302

Figure 4 the structure of the total solution during the early stage of the simulation, focusing on303
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the first event that propagates, all the way, northward, seen roughly between times 20 and 40304

days in Figure 2(b). We note that the total dynamical fields have been recovered according to the305

expansions in (2) and (3) and the total heating is accordingly defined asH= Hd
√

2sin(z)+(Hc−306

Hs)
√

2sin(2z). The free tropospheric profiles are augmented below by their ABL counterparts.307

Notice the black horizontal line on 5 of the panels which marks the ABL top interface and the308

continuity of the fluid mechanics across this interface.309

As we can see from Figure 4, the northward propagating BSISO waves has the following char-310

acteristics.311

1. Positive moisture anomalies are in phase with precipitation and total heating (e).312

2. The diabatic heating is top heavy and slightly skewed southward, a signature of stratiform313

heating trailing deep convection (e), as in equatorial tropical convective systems (Kiladis314

et al. 2009; Khouider 2018).315

3. A θeb anomaly which is slightly leading the convection center, though there is a stronger θeb316

peak south of the main signal, between 5 and 6 degrees, which is accompanied by a much317

weaker precipitation event (e).318

4. Upper tropospheric anti-cyclonic shear vorticity leads the upward motion (a).319

5. A backward tilted meridional velocity profile resulting in lower tropospheric convergence and320

upper tropospheric divergence, which is highly asymmetric with much stronger winds south321

of the convection center (b).322

6. The vertical velocity is in phase with the precipitation maximum and presents a front to rear323

tilt consistent with the meridional velocity profile (d).324
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7. Low pressure at low level (f) and positive temperature anomalies below negative temperature325

anomalies (c) lead the wave.326

In Figure 2, we plot the climatological mean flow fields in the latitude-height diagram based on327

the last 500 day model output. As shown on the panels a,b, and d, there is a counterclockwise328

circulation cell in the middle to upper troposphere with strong upward motion between the equa-329

tor and 10°N followed by a weak downward motion in the Southern Hemisphere. This circulation330

cell is reminiscent of the local Hadley circulation which characterizes the Indian summer mon-331

soon. The total heating in panel (e) is top heavy, somewhat more than the propagating event in332

Figure 4, indicating the significant contribution from stratiform heating to the mean. The potential333

temperature mean anomaly is warm in the lower troposphere and cold in the upper troposphere,334

especially between latitudes−20° and +30 °, consistent with the individual event structure in Fig-335

ure 4. A region of low-level low pressure, at high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, marks336

a monsoon-like trough climatology. The mean free-tropospheric water vapor is characterized by337

two strong jumps one at 20° S and one at 20° N and a progressive northward sloping in between338

to reach its maximum near 20° N. Unlike the individual event, the mean moisture maximum is339

not collocated with the mean precipitation maximum. The accumulation of moisture at North-340

ern latitudes can be attributed to the strong northward mean meridional velocity dominating the341

lower troposphere between roughly 10° S and 10° N. The mean zonal velocity is mainly barotropic342

with a baroclinic signature and a double reversal from westerlies to easterlies to westerlies, in the343

Northern Hemisphere consistent with the southerly wind shear shear prevailing over the summer344

Indian monsoon trough.345

A composite of the anomalous flow fields, with respect to the mean circulation shown in Figure346

5, is presented by the panels of Figure 6. To obtain the composite solution, we averaged the347
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flow anomalies along the curve in the space-time domain following the precipitation maximum,348

between days 935 and 955, i.e, focusing on the corresponding propagating event in Figure 2(a). As349

we can see, this anomalous wave disturbance has many common features with the total solution in350

Figure 3 but it has also a few major differences. Among the common features we can enumerate351

the correlation of precipitation with anomalous moisture perturbation and θeb anomalies (although352

weak, note the 0.1 K units) leading moisture anomalies. As we will see below despite this fact,353

the leading increase of θeb anomalies does not cause northward propagation, simply because they354

are too weak to drive the precipitation anomalies; moisture does. The skewed θeb profile is a355

consequence of ABL drying due to stratiform induced downdrafts in the wake of the wave. We356

also have a backward tilted meridional and vertical velocity fields with convergence below and357

divergence aloft and upward motion in phase with the convection. However, unlike the total wave358

solution in Figure 2, there is a significant positive shear vorticity in the middle troposphere, though359

it is far from being simply barotropic.360

There is a significant capping by negative vorticity near the top of the domain. The meridional361

wind appears to be less asymmetric and even somewhat stronger in the northern half of the wave.362

The potential temperature plot features anomalously warm air topper by cold air north of the con-363

vection center while warm temperature sits on top of cold temperature within the convection center.364

This feature is consistent with equatorial convectively coupled waves and the MJO (Kiladis et al.365

2009; Khouider 2018). Moreover, form panel (f), we have a positive pressure perturbation below366

a negative one ahead of the wave backed by low-level low pressure and upper level high pressure367

in hydrostatic balance with the potential temperature in panel (c). This indicates in particular that368

the wave is mainly baroclinic in nature and the barotropicity is all carried by the mean flow. So369

the build up of the positive barotropic vorticity in front of the wave (if there is one) cannot be the370

driver of the northward propagation as it has been reported in many publications.371
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There is no doubt that the environment plays a role in the wave motion; if the wave could372

propel itself it cannot be through the buildup of positive barotropic vorticity. A more appropriate373

mechanism will be discussed below after we present a detailed budget analysis for the moisture374

and meridional momentum equations. Contrarily, to the mean driven wave fluctuation point of375

view, our analysis below is based on the full nonlinear wave-solution and the physics of the wave376

fluctuation (in Figure 5) alone cannot to lead to same conclusive arguments. The mean flow-wave377

interaction plays a central in the mechanisms proposed here for BSISO initiation, propagation, and378

termination. Arguably, the its is the wave aggregate that make the mean and not the opposite.379

4. Propagating mechanism of northward-moving precipitating events380

a. Moisture budget analysis381

The governing equation for vertically integrated moisture, in the free troposphere, is given on382

the 10th row of Table 1.383

In Figure 7, we plot the profiles of all the tendency terms for the free-tropospheric moisture384

for two different events, one corresponding to an early stage of the BSISO event when it is still385

near the equator, below 10° N (slow propagation regime) and the other at higher latitudes, above386

10° N, when the BSISO propagation speed gets accelerated (fast propagation regime). We note387

that the nonlinear moisture flux terms have been divided into convergence, q∂v j and advection,388

v j∂q, j = 0,1,2, terms. Before digging into differences between these two cases, we focus on389

some of the main common features. In both cases, the total time tendency (thick black curve)390

of moisture ∂q
∂ t is characterized by positive anomalies to the north and negative tendency to the391

south of the precipitation maximum (thick red curve), which is consistent with the northward392

propagation of the wave disturbance. The main moisture source comes from the terms, −q∂ (α̃1v1)
∂y393
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and −∂(Q̃1v1)
∂y , corresponding to first baroclinic convergence of moisture anomalies and moisture394

background, respectively. The combination of these two terms by themselves balance the sink395

of moisture due to precipitation as they seem to be perfectly in phase with it. We notice that396

barotropic convergence (thin pink line) is practically zero and the second baroclinic convergence397

is interestingly a moisture sink. The later is due to the prevalence of stratiform heating which398

induces low-level divergence in the second baroclinic mode. The meridional profiles of all mois-399

ture convergence terms are perfectly symmetric about the maximum precipitation. Thus moisture400

convergence by either barotropic or baroclinic modes cannot be the reason for the northward prop-401

agation of the moisture disturbance and ultimately the convectively coupled wave.402

In addition to second baroclinic divergence and precipitation, the major moisture sinks include403

meridional advection −v1
∂ (α̃1q)

∂y . Among these three processes, only the first baroclinic merid-404

ional advection term shows substantial meridional asymmetry to be able to induce the northward405

propagation of moisture anomalies. Thus, we argue that the latter is the main physical mechanism406

that induces northward propagation the BSISO signals in the present model simulation mainly407

through the intrusion of relatively dry air from the southern flank of the convection center forcing408

the whole system to move northward where the environment is less hostile for new convection. We409

note that the curves in Figure 7 correspond to the total budget terms and not anomalies and that the410

advection asymmetry is consistent with the asymmetry of the meridional velocity seen in Figure 4,411

which asymmetry is inexistent in the fluctuation composite in Figure 6. Comparing panels a and b412

in Figure 7, we can see that the main difference is the magnitude of the first-baroclinic meridional413

advection asymmetry. The latter is much more significant in panel b consistent with the fact that414

the wave moves faster north of 10° N.415
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To dig a bit deeper into this issue, we plot in Panels a and b of Figure 8 the meridional profiles416

of total moisture gradient and total first-baroclinic meridional velocity (solid lines) and their re-417

spective climatological means (dashed lines) for the cases when the BSISO wave is, respectively,418

bellow 10° N and when it moves beyond this latitude. In the low latitude case in Figure 8a, the419

meridional profile of total moisture is mostly symmetric about the precipitation center, while that420

of meridional velocity is asymmetric with strong southerlies to the south and weak northerlies421

to the north. As already anticipated, such strong southerlies south of the precipitation maximum422

bring dry air into the convection core and force convection move to the north. In Fig.8b on the423

other hand, the v1 asymmetry is much stronger while the meridional gradient of moisture also424

shows some asymmetry. The asymmetry in the moisture gradient is attributed to the persistence425

of a background moisture gradient in the mean climatology at those latitudes, consistent with the426

mean moisture profile in Figure 5; the climatological mean moisture gradient in panel (a) is rela-427

tively much weaker however the mean v1 velocity is significant and overall positive, contributing428

to the asymmetry in the total meridional wind around the precipitation maximum.429

Previous studies (Jiang et al. 2004; Drbohlav and Wang 2005, 2007) had emphasized the role of430

positive barotropic vorticity anomalies in inducing barotropic convergence which translates into431

ABL moisture convergence, north of the convection center and eventually lead to the northward432

propagation of precipitation. To check this hypothesis more closely, we plot in Figure 8c-d the433

meridional profiles of vorticity and divergence anomalies. It is particularly interesting to note434

that the barotropic vorticity −∂yu0, does have about 0.7 degree northward lead in panel (c) but it435

is mainly in phase with the precipitation maximum in panel (d). If at times barotropic cyclonic436

vorticity may appear to lead the northward moving BSISO signals, this feature is not as universal437

the the asymmetry in the advecting v1 wind reported above. More importantly, the barotropic wind438

divergence is close to zero, thus the ABL convergence mechanism is not present here.439
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To further show evidence of the relevance of the first baroclinic velocity for the northward prop-440

agation of the BSISO events, we introduce the average first baroclinic meridional velocity in the441

vicinity of the precipitation maximum corresponding the northward propagating BSISO events, as442

v̄1(yt) =
1
y0

∫ yt+y0/2

yt−y0/2
v1(y, t)dy, (4)

where yt is the point of maximum precipitation and y0 = 4.65°is a fixed averaging range.443

In Figure 9(a)-(c), we plot the aggregated time mean corresponding to all BSISO events that444

occurred during the last 500 days of the simulation, roughly 25 events, as a function of latitude,445

i.e, yt with the mean propagation speed of the BSISO at the corresponding location, the time446

lag correlation of v̄1(yt) and the BSISO propagation speed, s(yt), and a scatter plot of v̄1(yt)447

with respect to s(yt). While there is some scattering, it is clear from this figures that these two448

variables are well correlated and the regime change of the northward propagation speed as the449

BSISO passes beyond some latitude point near 10°N is reflected in the inflection point (a point450

of minimum speed) seen near 8°above which both v̄1 and s accelerate to reach its maximum near451

14°. We note that v̄1 plunges down first, before the BSISO event terminates at roughly 17°. The452

latter is somewhat reflected in the lag correlation plot in panel (b) which is, although maximized453

at τ = 0, highly skewed towards negative lag values hinting to the causal effect of v̄1 on s.454

To understand the origin of this asymmetry in meridional wind, we turn into the analysis of the455

meridional momentum equations. Namely, we will investigate which physical parameter is at the456

origin of the asymmetry in the first baroclinic velocity component. According to our experimental457

setting, including the SST profile in Figure 1, which is totally flat between latitudes -10° and 20° ,458

containing the region where the BSISO event evolve, the only physical parameter susceptible to459

induce an asymmetry in v1 is the beta effect. Next, we demonstrate that this is indeed the case in460

the context of a simple linear dynamical model with an imposed heat source.461
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b. Role of beta-effect in inducing northward propagation462

We consider the linear first baroclinic shallow water equations with an imposed heat source mim-463

icking the convective heating emanating from the BSISO events, which are otherwise completely464

decoupled from all the other vertical modes, including the ABL. We have465

ut− yv =−αu,

vt + yu = θy−αv, (5)

θt− vy = Q(y)−αθ ,

where u,v,θ are the zonal velocity, meridional velocity, and potential temperature. Here Q(y) is466

the imposed heat source having the shape of a Gaussian: Q(y) = q0e−((y−y0)/Ly)
2
, where q0 is the467

strength of the heating, y0 its center and Ly its decaying scale and α−1 = 50 day−1 is a small468

damping coefficient taking to be the same for all three equations, for the sake of convenience. We469

set y0 = 10° and Ly = 0.13°, leading to an effective decay in the heat source of about 2 degrees,470

while q0 = 20 K day−1 consistent with the results in Figures 2, 4, and 6(e). Eliminating u and θ471

from (5) leads to the following wave-like equation for v.472

∂ttv = ∂yyv− (y2 +α
2)v−2α∂tv+∂yQ. (6)

This equation is then solved numerically with centered differences, using homogeneous Dirich-473

let boundary conditions (v = 0). In Figure 10 we plot the solution after 200 days of integration on474

top of its counterpart when the Coriolis parameter is set to zero, i.e, the term y2v on the right hand475

side is dropped. As we can see, the main difference between the two solutions is that the former is476

asymmetric about the heating center while the latter is perfectly symmetric. The explanation for477

this behavior is embarrassingly simple. The Coriolis term y2v acts as an extra damping term for478

the solution. Since y is larger to the North, there is more damping there. Also shown in Figure 10,479
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for the value of the average v̄, which turns out to be about 0.85 m s−1, a value comparable to the480

typical propagation speeds achieved by the solution in Figure 9.481

It is worthwhile noting that the solution in Figure 10 is quantitatively sensitive to the domain482

size at the location of y0 and more importantly to the damping rate but it remains qualitatively483

robust, as long as the two boundaries are kept at an equal distance from the heat source. Because484

of the complex nonlinearity in the multicloud model, as seen in Table 1, it will be hard to draw485

more analogies with the Northward propagation of the BSISO signals presented here besides the486

fact that the asymmetry in v1 originates from the asymmetry in the damping effect. Obviously, in487

a full 2d model the Coriolis effect will simply transfer energy from the meridional velocity into488

the zonal propagating waves instead of dissipating it but the end result will most likely be similar489

as more energy will be drawn out v at higher latitudes, i.e, North of the convection center, because490

Poincaré waves with the same wavenumber would have higher frequencies at larger f (= βy)491

parameter values.492

c. Cause and effect of northward propagation493

We now summarize the main physical processes leading to northward propagating of the BSISO494

anomalies. (1) Northward propagation is due to the northward movement of moisture anomalies495

due to interplay between the symmetric convergence of moisture, which its itself results from the496

induced convective heating, and the asymmetric moisture advection. (2) The asymmetric merid-497

ional advection by the first-baroclinic meridional velocity induces dry air intrusions to the south498

of moisture anomalies, which make the southern flank of the anomaly unfavorable to new convec-499

tion, hence convection is shifted northward. (3) The asymmetric meridional advection is mainly500

contributed by the asymmetric first-baroclinic meridional velocity v1, especially at low latitudes.501

(4) The asymmetry in v1 results from the beta effect as gravity waves are damped at a higher rate502
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north of the disturbance; This may seem an artifact of the zonally symmetric setting as illustrated503

above. In a more realistic three dimensional setting, Poincaré waves at higher latitudes have higher504

frequencies especially those with small zonal wavenumbers. As such energy will be transferred505

more quickly to smaller scales and thus dissipated at a higher rate.506

5. Initiation and termination of BSISO events507

Another issue of great interest is the initiation of the BSISO events in the vicinity of the equator.508

As shown in Figure 3, positive precipitation anomalies are generally triggered at low latitudes509

of the Northern Hemisphere as the preceding northward propagating BSISO terminates at high510

latitudes. Through moisture budget analysis, once again, we would like to figure out the dominant511

effects that cause the triggering and intensification of convection at low latitudes of the Northern512

Hemisphere.513

Figure 11(a) shows the moisture budget analysis where all terms appearing in the free tropo-514

spheric moisture equation are plotted separately at functions of time. To obtain smooth signals515

we have taken averaging about the latitude range between the equator and 5° N. We focus on the516

period −15 days and +6 days, relative the maximum precipitation. As shown by the bold black517

line, the time tendency of moisture ∂q
∂ t reaches its maximum value one day before the maximum518

precipitation and has negative value after the maximum precipitation. Form Figure 11(a) we can519

see that the main dominant terms (excluding Sq, which all the way constant) are the first-baroclinic520

moisture convergence, associated with both moisture anomalies −q∂ (α̃1v1)
∂y and background mois-521

ture−∂(Q̃1v1)
∂y terms, the second-baroclinic moisture convergence−∂(Q̃2v2)

∂y , and precipitationP as522

well as the term Sq which provides a constant source of moisture. In terms of their phase relation,523

all these dominant terms are more or less in phase with the maximum precipitation but the second524

baroclinic convergence (thin magenta line) which peaks some 5 days ahead of the precipitation525
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maximum. While it doesn’t seem to induce a positive moisture tendency at this early stage, it does526

compensate, together with Sq, for the moisture sink due to the first baroclinic moisture divergence527

and precipitation.528

In Figure 11(b), we make similar plots for the deep, congestus, and stratiform heating rates,529

Hd,Hc,Hs, as well as the moisture and different components of potential temperature anomalies.530

Deep heating Hd is mostly in phase with moisture q, although the maximum moisture does lag the531

maximum deep heating slightly. Besides deep heating, stratiform heating Hs reaches maximum532

strength at almost the same time as deep heating, which should be related with the fact that the533

stratiform heating lags deep heating through a relaxation time scale of only 3 hours. We note534

that congestus heating Hc is generally suppressed and nearly vanishes during the deep heating535

period but is active, reaching up to 0.25 K day−1, the rest of the time, when deep convection536

is suppressed. As for potential temperature anomalies, low boundary layer equivalent potential537

temperature anomalies θeb are induced during precipitation, while the boundary layer potential538

temperature θb has warm anomalies. Such low boundary layer equivalent potential temperature539

anomalies are induced by the downdrafts that tend to dry the ABL. Furthermore, both the first540

and second-baroclinic potential temperature anomalies (θ1,θ2) lead the maximum precipitation.541

However, positive first-baroclinic potential temperature anomalies θ1 lead the first increase in542

precipitation, before day −5. This is essentially a stabilizing mechanism and thus temperature543

anomalies cannot be attributed the role of initiating the BSISO events.544

The negative first-baroclinic potential temperature anomalies are induced though kinetic dy-545

namics while the deep convective heating is merely compensated by convergence as it can sur-546

mised from Figure 11(b), which shows meridional profiles of vorticity and divergence fields in the547

barotropic and first- and second-baroclinic modes. It is interesting to notice that there are pos-548

itive barotropic vorticity anomalies −∂u′0
∂y two days before the maximum precipitation, although549
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the barotropic divergence field ∂v′0
∂y shows negligible magnitude. As for the baroclinic mode, there550

are negative first-baroclinic vorticity anomalies preceding the maximum precipitation. More im-551

portantly, second-baroclinic convergence with comparable first-baroclinic divergence precedes the552

intensified precipitation. The second baroclinic convergence is maintained by the background con-553

gestus heating.554

Figure 12a-b shows a life cycle of one BSISO event starting from its initiation into a big blurb555

of convection near the equator until it reaches relatively high latitudes. We note in particular that556

during the initiation phase (panel a), when the dominant event is still at the equator, there is a557

secondary peak in precipitation at roughly 17° N. The latter is a signature of the termination phase558

of the preceding BISO event. Moreover, we note that as the main event propagates Northwards, it559

starts inducing subsidence near and south of the equator suppressing the intensification of convec-560

tion there. However, as this event moves far enough from the equator, equatorial convection starts561

to intensify (panel f) before it becomes again dominant (panel a) and the cycle is closed.562

Before we address the issue of termination of the BSISO events, we summarize here the pro-563

cesses leading to the initiation of BSISO convection near the equator. (1) During suppressed564

phase, the first-baroclinic divergence and second-baroclinic convergence cancel each other, result-565

ing in a vanishing moisture convergence. (2) The first-baroclinic divergence near the equator is566

a maintained by the intensification of the local Hadley circulation due to the northward-moving567

precipitating event when it moves to higher latitudes. (3) Once the propagating event moves to568

higher latitudes and terminates, the first-baroclinic divergence near the equator weakens and the569

second-baroclinic convergence, which is maintained by the background congestus heating, be-570

comes dominant, resulting in moisture convergence and precipitation intensifies, via a positive571

feedback loop.572
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The panels (a) and (b) of Figure 13 show the moisture budget analysis, all terms appearing in573

the free tropospheric moisture equation, at two successive instances during the BSISO life cycle,574

a few days before its termination. Not surprisingly, the plots in Panel (a) are very similar to those575

in Figure 7(b), though redundant, they are kept here to ease the comparison between the mature576

phase of the BSISO event, represented by Figures 7b) and 13(a), and the time when BSISO event577

moves to higher latitudes and weakens, represented by Figure 13(b), before it terminates. Notice578

the weakening the moisture total tendency north the convection center and the apparent negative579

tendency in the vicinity of the precipitation maximum, marked by the vertical dotted line, in Panel580

(b). Beside this observation, the striking difference between the two panels in Figure 13 resides581

in the significant reduction in the (asymmetric) advection of dry air towards the center and more582

importantly the relatively strong first baroclinic divergence north of the convection center seen in583

Panel (b). Moreover all the tendency signals are much weaker at that time (notice the change in584

scale between Panels a and b. The weakening of moisture convergence is probably caused by a585

weakening of precipitation as the mean moisture gradient starts to decay towards the negatives,586

as seen in Panel (d) in comparison with Panel (c). As such the total moisture tendency is much587

weaker in front of the wave when the BSISO event moves at high latitude as it approaches the588

edge of the warm SST background which plunges down at exactly 20° N. As also seen in Figure589

13(d), the asymmetry argument in v1 is still valid, however, the weakening of the whole waves590

makes the average v̄1 in (4), if it were computed, much weaker, which translates into the stalling591

of the BSISO event and consequently causing its demise through further weakening via moisture592

depletion by precipitation. This in part explains why the BSISO events do not quite reach the593

20° N SST barrier before weakening and terminating.594
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6. Concluding discussion595

This paper is aimed at modeling the northward-moving BSISO events over the Indian monsoon596

region from a zonally symmetric perspective. Specifically, we use a nonlinear free-tropospheric597

model coupled to the multicloud parameterization with ABL dynamics of Waite and Khouider598

(2009) to simulate the northward-moving BSISO events, in order to gain basic understanding about599

the underlying basic physical mechanisms. The model is based on the zonally symmetric primitive600

equations, Galerkin projected onto the first three modes of vertical structure: the barotropic mode601

and the first two baroclinic modes, and it is dynamically and thermodynamically coupled to a bulk602

(vertically averaged) ABL dynamics. The numerical procedure followed here and its validation as603

well as it suitability for simulating the monsoon flow are found in De La Chevrotière and Khouider604

(2017). Zonally symmetric models have been used in the past to steady for example, , as in our605

case, the northward propagation of monsoon precipitation (Drbohlav and Wang 2005) and for the606

effect of the ABL dynamics on the Hadley cell (Pauluis 2004). Because of its resemblance to607

the Asian monsoon, the model and results presented here could be applied to the North American608

monsoon as well (Jiang and Waliser 2009; Jiang and Lau 2008).609

The model is forced with an imposed surface latent heat flux based on the observed SST profile610

over the Indian Ocean summer (JJA) climatology and integrated for roughly 1000 days. Northward611

propagating BSISO events, regularly succeeding each other at a period of roughly 20 days and612

moving at roughly 1°day−1, as in observations, start to appear after a transient period of nearly the613

same length.614

In addition to the 20 days period and the 1°day−1 propagation speed, the BSISO events have615

many realistic features, including moisture convergence in phase with the precipitation maximum,616

a top heavy heating slightly tilted southward as a result of stratiform heating which slightly lags617
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deep convection, ABL moisture slightly leading, upper level shear vorticity lead the wave, a back-618

ward tilted meridional velocity with convergence below divergence aloft ,more or less in phase619

with precipitation, resulting in a tilted upward motion in phase with precipitation, and finally620

low pressure at low level leading the wave. While these circulation features are more or less in621

agreement with equatorial waves dynamics, where the tilted structure is believe to lead to wave622

propagation, a thorough moisture budget analysis revealed that the main mechanism responsible623

for the northward propagation is due to the intrusion of dry air from the southern flank of the wave624

induced by an asymmetry in the first baroclinic meridional velocity. Although dry air is advected625

from both ends of the convection center, the asymmetry in v1 is such that more dry air is pumped626

from the southern side making the northern side more favorable to new convection and thus mak-627

ing the whole disturbance move to the North. We also found that precipitation itself is nearly628

balanced by moisture convergence, so moisture advection is the sole mechanism responsible for629

the wave propagation as we found that the v1 asymmetry is statistically correlated with the BSISO630

propagation speed.631

To understand the cause of the asymmetry in the v1 velocity we introduced a toy model reduced632

to the zonally symmetric first baroclinic mode with an imposed heating. As demonstrated in633

Figure 10, the beta effect alone explains this asymmetry by acting as an asymmetric damping634

diminishing the strength of the flow response north of the heat source. While the beta damping635

itself is obviously an artifact of the zonal symmetry, in a fully three dimensional model this can636

be contrasted by the fact that zonally propagating Poincaré waves, north of the heat source, have637

higher frequencies than those south of the heat source, because of the larger f parameter there,638

thus becoming more effective in transferring energy down to (turbulent) dissipation scales.639

Jiang et al. (2004) has proposed the generation of barotropic shear vorticity due to the inter-640

actions between the free-tropospheric baroclinic and barotropic modes and the mean flow as the641
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main mechanism for Northward propagation by inducing ABL convergence indirectly through642

the production of upper level divergence. In this paper, although both the vertical shear of the643

mean flow (see Figure 5) and the northward displaced barotropic vorticity (see Figure 8c) are644

(sometimes) captured, the induced barotropic vorticity does not cause barotropic divergence in645

the free troposphere nor moisture convergence in the ABL. They also have emphasized the role646

of moisture-convection feedback induced via two distinct processes. One of them is moisture647

advection by the mean southerly in the ABL, which is not significant here as the intraseasonal648

variability is quite weak in the ABL (see Figure 4). The other one is moisture advection due to649

mean meridional specific humidity gradient, thus implying dry air intrusion from the south just650

like in our case. Although the mean moisture gradient does exhibit a northward increasing gra-651

dient, as shown in Figure 7, the major source of asymmetry comes from the asymmetry in the652

first-baroclinic meridional wind, rather than moisture gradient. In fact, our initial set up is a ra-653

diative convective equilibrium with a uniform moisture background. So the moisture background654

seen in Figure 5(e) is a result of the wave activity and not its cause. As we can see from Figure655

2(b), convective events begin to propagate away from the equator as soon as they form at day 0.656

All the background seems to imply is the inhibition of new convection south of the equator. This is657

further evidence that the beta induced asymmetry plays the key role in the northward propagation658

of BSISO events.659

We also looked at the mechanisms of initiation near the equator and terminations near 20° N660

of BSISOs. Our investigation reveals that initiation of new BSISO events is mainly triggered by661

the second baroclinic moisture convergence induced by an omnipresent congestus heating back-662

ground, in the equatorial region, which fades only during and within the active phase of the BSISO663

events. While this second baroclinic convergence is over-compensated by the first baroclinic di-664

vergence associated with the pre-existing actively propagating BSISO event north of the equator,665
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through the intensification of the local Hadley circulation, it becomes dominant and lead to an in-666

tensification of equatorial convection as soon as the preceding BSISO event reaches high enough667

latitude and terminates. This is somewhat consistent with the Hadley cell-wave interaction mech-668

anism suggested by Wang and Xie (1997).669

As for the termination, we found that it starts by the weakening the wave as it approaches the670

edge of the imposed warm SST profile leading to a weakening of the first baroclinic meridional671

velocity and its asymmetry measure, thus nearly stalling the wave and making it vulnerable to672

precipitation induced drying and further weakening.673

The BSISO events as seen in Figure 2 are indeed too regular. An easy way to break this regularity674

and simulate BSISO events with some intermittency behavior as in nature, one could use the675

stochastic version of the multicloud parameterization (Khouider et al. 2010; Frenkel et al. 2012),676

which is based and birth-death lattice model and has been implemented and successfully in general677

circulation models (e.g Deng et al. 2015; Goswami et al. 2017b). In fact, De La Chevrotière and678

Khouider (2017) has already implemented this stochastic parameterization scheme in this zonally679

symmetric model, however, our first test with this model were unsuccessful in producing cleanly680

visible northward propagating BSISO although as shown in De La Chevrotière and Khouider681

(2017) such signals are there but the noisy-ness of the simulation made it hard to analyze. With the682

understanding gained here, we conjecture that the inconclusive results are due to the fact that strong683

stochastic fluctuations may have prevented the asymmetry in v1 to persist at the BSISO scale. This684

can be easily verified by tuning down the stochastic noise by increasing the number of lattice sites685

for example. Moreover, an important future research direction is to test these conclusions in a full686

3d setting by either running the same model where the zonal symmetry is relaxed or using cloud687

permitting simulations.688
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TABLE 1. Governing equations for all physical variables in the ABL, barotropic, and first- and second-

baroclinic modes in the free troposphere. The notation D0
Dt = ∂

∂ t + v0
∂

∂y stands for the advection by barotropic

meridional velocity and Db
Dt =

∂

∂ t + vb
∂

∂y stands for the advection by the ABL meridional velocity. The momen-

tum and potential temperature differences between two heights are denoted by the notations, ∆sφ ≡ φs− φb,

∆tφ ≡ φb−φt , ∆mφ ≡ φb−φm, where s,b,m represent surface, ABL and middle troposphere respectively. The

parameter δ is the ratio between the ABL and free tropospheric heights.
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TABLE 2. Multicloud model and ABL model with closure equations for all forcing terms appearing in the

governing equations in Table.1. The primes stand for deviations from the radiative convective equilibrium (RCE)

solution. The expression with the superscript + has the same value as that inside the bracket if the latter has

positive value and vanish if its value is negative or zero.

832

833
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Forcing term Closure equation

Momentum turbulent
drag for barotropic
mode

Su0 = δEu∆tu

Momentum turbulent
drag for baroclinic
modes

Suj =
√

2δ

τT
∆tu− 1

τR
u j, j = 1,2

Velocity jump at top of
ABL

∆tu= ub−u0−
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Congestus heating ∂Hc
∂ t = 1

τc
(αcΛQc−Hc)

Deep convective heat-
ing

Hd = (1−Λ)Qd

Stratiform heating ∂Hs
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Bulk energy available
for congestus convec-
tion
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for deep convection
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Moisture switch func-
tion
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Table 2 (continued).

Precipitation rate P = 2
√

2
π

Hd

Moisture source Sq = δE∆tθe +
(

δMd +
∂v0
∂y

)
∆mθe

Equivalent potential
temperature at top of
ABL

θet = κq

Equivalent potential
temperature at the
middle troposphere

θem = q+ 2
√

2
π

(θ1 +α2θ2)

Total downdraft mass
flux

Md = {Dc +
∂vb
∂y }

+

Convective updraft
mass flux

Mu =
1

αm
Dc

Mass flux velocity from
large-scale and convec-
tive downdrafts

Dc = m0{1+ µ

Q̄ (Hs−Hc)}+

Moist thermodynamic
turbulent entrainment
velocity at top of ABL

E =
(

Mu−Md +
∂vb
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)+

Momentum turbulent
entrainment velocity at
top of ABL

Eu =
(

1
τT

+ ∂vb
∂y
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TABLE 3. Constant and parameters in the multicloud model and ABL model.

Parameter Value Description

HT 16 km height of the free troposphere

hb 500 m ABL depth

δ 0.03125 Ratio of ABL depth to height of the troposphere

κ 1.25 Ratio of moisture at top of ABL to that in the free troposphere

Q̄ 1.11 K day −1 Heating potential at RCE

QR1 1 K day−1 Longwave first baroclinic radiative cooling rate

QR2 -0.226 K day−1 Longwave second baroclinic radiative cooling rate

QRb 5.11 K day−1 ABL radiative cooling rate

m0 5.12×10−3 m s−1 Downdraft velocity reference scale

αc,αs 0.22, 0.25 Congestus, stratiform adjustment coefficient

a0 3 Contribution of θ1 to deep convective heating anomalies

a1 0.45 Contribution of θeb to deep convective heating anomalies

a2 0.55 Contribution of q to deep convective heating anomalies

γ2 0.1 Relative contribution of θ2 to deep convective heating anomalies

a′0 1.7 Contribution of θ1 to shallow heating anomalies

γ ′2 2 Relative contribution of θ2 to shallow heating anomalies

α2 0.1 Relative contribution of θ2 to θem

µ 0.25 Contribution of convective downdrafts to Md

τc,τs 1 h, 3 h Congestus, stratiform adjustment timescales

τconv 2h Convective timescale

θ−,θ+ 10 K, 20 K Moisture switch threshold values
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Table 1 (continued).

Parameter Value Description

τD 50 days Newtonian cooling timescale

τR 75days Rayleigh drag timescale

τT 8h Momentum entrainment timescale

τe 7.08 h Surface evaporation timescale

U 2m/s Strength of turbulent velocity

Cd 0.001 Surface drag coefficient

αm 0.2 Ratio of Dc to Mu

α̃1 1 First baroclinic coefficient of nonlinear moisture flux anomaly

α̃2 .1 Second baroclinic coefficient of nonlinear moisture flux anomaly

Q̃0 1.674 (non dim.) Bartopic mode coefficient of background moisture convergence

Q̃1 0.558 (non dim.) First baroclinic coefficient of background moisture convergence

Q̃2 0.212 (non dim.) Second baroclinic coefficient of background moisture convergence
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LIST OF FIGURES836

Fig. 1. Meridional profiles of SST over the Indian Ocean monsoon region. Panel (a) shows climato-837

logical mean of seasonal mean of observed SST (° C) averaged over the period (July 1981 –838

June 2016) and the longitude range 60° E – 90° E, based on NOAA Optimum Interpolation839

SST V2 data product. The four curves in different colors correspond to different seasons.840

Panel (b) shows the prescribed ∆sθe (K) in a red curve and its mean value in a black line.841

The dashed lines in both panels show the equator. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46842

Fig. 2. Northward propagation of precipitation. Panel (a) and (b) show the Hovmöller diagram843

of precipitation during the statistical equilibrium period (Days 910 to 985) and the first 50844

day transient period, respectively. The dashed lines indicate the propagation speeds of the845

northward-moving precipitation as it transitions between the low latitude and high latitude846

regimes. Panel (c) shows the spectral diagram for precipitation variability between Day 509847

and Day 1019. The dimensional unit of precipitation is K day−1. . . . . . . . . . 47848

Fig. 3. Hovmöller diagrams for all flow field anomalies (deviation from the climatological mean).849

In the first three rows (a-l), the panels from top to bottom are for zonal velocity (ms−1),850

meridional velocity (ms−1) and potential temperature (K), while those from left to right are851

for the ABL, barotropic, first- and second-baroclinic modes. The last row of panels from852

left to right show moisture (K), congestus, deep and stratiform heating (Kday−1). East row853

of panels share the same colorbar at the right hand side, except for panels (m,n) with their854

own colorbar at the bottom. The black dots show the latitude of the maximum precipitation855

anomalies at each time step. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48856

Fig. 4. Meridional circulation at the early stage of the simulation (Day 33.3) in the latitude-height857

diagram. These panels show (a) zonal velocity, (b) meridional velocity, (c) potential tem-858

perature, (d) vertical velocity, (e) total heating (color contours), (f) pressure. The arrows in859

panel (a) and (c) show meridional circulation (v,w). In panel (e), dimensionless value of860

moisture (solid blue curve), boundary layer equivalent potential temperature (purple), and861

precipitation (dashed blue curve) are shown by the right axis. The bold black line indicates862

the interface between free troposphere and ABL. Their dimensional units are shown in the863

subtitles of each penal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49864

Fig. 5. Similar to Fig.3 but for climatological mean circulation averaged over the period (Day865

509∼Day 1019) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50866

Fig. 6. Similar to Fig.3 but for vertical structure of composite flow field anomalies (deviation from867

the climatological mean) correlated with the northward-propagating precipitation between868

Day 935 and Day 955 in the latitude-height diagram. The center latitude (0 degree) corre-869

sponds to the latitude where the maximum precipitation is located. . . . . . . . . 51870

Fig. 7. Moisture budget analysis for all terms appearing in the free tropospheric moisture equation.871

Panel (a) is for the case when the maximum precipitation is located at 7.9◦N, and panel (b)872

is at 14.25◦N. The curves in different colors correspond to different terms as shown in the873

legend. Only the latitude range in the neighbor of the maximum precipitation is shown here.874

All dominant terms are shown in bold curves. The dashed lines indicate the latitude with the875

maximum precipitation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52876

Fig. 8. Meridional profiles of moisture gradient, meridional velocity, vorticity and divergence. Pan-877

els (a,b) show moisture gradient in blue curves and first-baroclinic meridional velocity in878

red curves. The solid curves are for total value and the dashed curves are for climatologi-879

cal mean. The solid black line shows zero magnitude. Panels (c,d) show barotropic, first-880
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and second-baroclinic vorticity anomalies in black curves and divergence anomalies in pink881

curves. The left panels (a,c) are for the case when the maximum precipitation is located at882

7.9◦N, and panel (b,d) are at 14.25◦N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53883

Fig. 9. The phase relation between local mean first-baroclinic meridional velocity v1 and prop-884

agation speed s of the maximum precipitation. Panel (a) shows their magnitude when the885

maximum precipitation reaches each latitude after equal time interval. Panel (b) shows cross886

correlation between v1 and s. Panel (s) is the scatter plot for all sample snapshots during 24887

northward propagating events. Here v1 is averaged over 4.64◦ latitude range centered about888

the maximum precipitation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54889

Fig. 10. Solution of the wave equation in (6) at 200 days both with (solid) and without (dots) the890

Coriolis gradient parameter. The dashed line in the background is the imposed heating891
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FIG. 1. Meridional profiles of SST over the Indian Ocean monsoon region. Panel (a) shows climatological

mean of seasonal mean of observed SST (° C) averaged over the period (July 1981 – June 2016) and the

longitude range 60° E – 90° E, based on NOAA Optimum Interpolation SST V2 data product. The four curves

in different colors correspond to different seasons. Panel (b) shows the prescribed ∆sθe (K) in a red curve and

its mean value in a black line. The dashed lines in both panels show the equator.
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FIG. 2. Northward propagation of precipitation. Panel (a) and (b) show the Hovmöller diagram of precipitation

during the statistical equilibrium period (Days 910 to 985) and the first 50 day transient period, respectively. The

dashed lines indicate the propagation speeds of the northward-moving precipitation as it transitions between the

low latitude and high latitude regimes. Panel (c) shows the spectral diagram for precipitation variability between

Day 509 and Day 1019. The dimensional unit of precipitation is K day−1.
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FIG. 3. Hovmöller diagrams for all flow field anomalies (deviation from the climatological mean). In the first

three rows (a-l), the panels from top to bottom are for zonal velocity (ms−1), meridional velocity (ms−1) and

potential temperature (K), while those from left to right are for the ABL, barotropic, first- and second-baroclinic

modes. The last row of panels from left to right show moisture (K), congestus, deep and stratiform heating

(Kday−1). East row of panels share the same colorbar at the right hand side, except for panels (m,n) with their

own colorbar at the bottom. The black dots show the latitude of the maximum precipitation anomalies at each

time step.
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FIG. 4. Meridional circulation at the early stage of the simulation (Day 33.3) in the latitude-height diagram.

These panels show (a) zonal velocity, (b) meridional velocity, (c) potential temperature, (d) vertical velocity, (e)

total heating (color contours), (f) pressure. The arrows in panel (a) and (c) show meridional circulation (v,w). In

panel (e), dimensionless value of moisture (solid blue curve), boundary layer equivalent potential temperature

(purple), and precipitation (dashed blue curve) are shown by the right axis. The bold black line indicates the

interface between free troposphere and ABL. Their dimensional units are shown in the subtitles of each penal.
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FIG. 5. Similar to Fig.3 but for climatological mean circulation averaged over the period (Day 509∼Day 1019)
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FIG. 6. Similar to Fig.3 but for vertical structure of composite flow field anomalies (deviation from the

climatological mean) correlated with the northward-propagating precipitation between Day 935 and Day 955

in the latitude-height diagram. The center latitude (0 degree) corresponds to the latitude where the maximum

precipitation is located.
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FIG. 7. Moisture budget analysis for all terms appearing in the free tropospheric moisture equation. Panel (a)

is for the case when the maximum precipitation is located at 7.9◦N, and panel (b) is at 14.25◦N. The curves in

different colors correspond to different terms as shown in the legend. Only the latitude range in the neighbor

of the maximum precipitation is shown here. All dominant terms are shown in bold curves. The dashed lines

indicate the latitude with the maximum precipitation.
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FIG. 8. Meridional profiles of moisture gradient, meridional velocity, vorticity and divergence. Panels (a,b)

show moisture gradient in blue curves and first-baroclinic meridional velocity in red curves. The solid curves are

for total value and the dashed curves are for climatological mean. The solid black line shows zero magnitude.

Panels (c,d) show barotropic, first- and second-baroclinic vorticity anomalies in black curves and divergence

anomalies in pink curves. The left panels (a,c) are for the case when the maximum precipitation is located at

7.9◦N, and panel (b,d) are at 14.25◦N.
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FIG. 9. The phase relation between local mean first-baroclinic meridional velocity v1 and propagation speed

s of the maximum precipitation. Panel (a) shows their magnitude when the maximum precipitation reaches each

latitude after equal time interval. Panel (b) shows cross correlation between v1 and s. Panel (s) is the scatter plot

for all sample snapshots during 24 northward propagating events. Here v1 is averaged over 4.64◦ latitude range

centered about the maximum precipitation.
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FIG. 10. Solution of the wave equation in (6) at 200 days both with (solid) and without (dots) the Coriolis

gradient parameter. The dashed line in the background is the imposed heating profile.
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FIG. 11. Time series of moisture budget terms (a), heating rates and thermodynamic fields (b), and vorticity

and divergence during the initiation of BSISO events near the equator. All variables have been averaged between

5° S and 5° N and the resulting time series have been processed by a low-pass filter and all signals with period

less than 1 day are filtered out.
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FIG. 12. Meridional circulation at six different phases in the latitude-height diagram. These six panels are

from different phases of the composite life cycle of northward propagating events with 3.5 days time interval.

Meridional and vertical velocity are shown by arrows and vertical velocity is also shown by color. The green

curve in each panel shows meridional profile of deep heating with its magnitude indicated by the right axis. The

dimensional units of vertical velcity and deep heating are 10−2m/s and K/day.
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FIG. 13. Panels (a) and (b) are similar to Fig.7 but for cases when maximum precipitation is located at

(a)15.25◦N and (b) 16.9◦N while Panels (c) and (d) are the respective equivalents of Panels (a)-(b) in Figure 8.
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